ANGEL ALLEY
Community Challenge Grant helps fund Angel Alley park.
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Linden Alley is one of San Francisco’s most pioneering

Challenge grant, built around the idea that the backside of

and celebrated living alleys. Once an unremarkable side

a MUNI maintenance yard could do more for its community.

street in the Hayes Valley neighborhood, Linden Alley was

The approval for overhead lighting will provide much-

transformed into a pedestrian-oriented destination in 2010.

needed illumination and security for the street at night,
helping activate the space even after businesses have

HISTORY

Angel Alley started its life as an unaccepted street on the

closed for the day.

outskirts of San Francisco. The Hells Angels sought out the

Fletcher Studio became involved and joined the community

remoteness of this location for their national headquarters.

in designing glowing, recycled concrete gabion walls that

As time passed, Angel Alley stood still and the Dogpatch

frame a low-to-no irrigation agave landscape. Seating was

neighborhood grew up around it. In the early 2000’s, the

created throughout, culminating in an informal parklet made

Green Benefit District (GBD) was awarded a Community

from recycled granite city curbs.
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“Linden Alley is one of San Francisco’s most pioneering
and celebrated living alleys”

ISOMETRIC
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In 2019 the GBD responded to a request from the

safety. The lighting along Angel Alley is the latest

community to light the passage. Partnering with Tegan

evolution of the Dogpatch community demanding more

lighting, Fletcher Studio took on Angel Alley as a Hope and

out of its public spaces. Thanks to Tegan’s Exton System,

Space project. The collaborative team designed a single

a previously dark swampy corner of the neighborhood

movement of lighting that crosses the street in several

will be transformed into a beautiful, active passage for

locations to frame the space and increase pedestrian

a growing community.
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Exton Powerspan Cable System with
LED “G” Glass Frosted Envelope

PROJECT DETAILS
LOCATION
Tennessee St. San Francisco, CA 94107
DESIGN TEAM
Fletcher Studio, San Francisco
A landscape architecture and urban design collaborative
based in San Francisco that believes design matters, and
that people deserve to find value, meaning, and possibility
in the places they encounter and occupy.
TEGAN PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Exton Powerspan Cable System in Black Finish with 27K,
5W LED, “G” Frosted Hand-Blown Glass Envelopes. System
package includes Tegan’s OEM partners, AV Poles and
Q-Tran’s Direct Burial Power Supplies.
PLANNED INSTALLATION DATE
2Q 2021
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